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Central Bank Watch - RBA

MNI RBA Data Watch List
Inflation Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

CPI (Q) % y/y 1.1 0.9 0.7 -0.14

CPI Trimmed Mean (Q) % y/y 1.1 1.2 1.2 -1.34

Import Prices (Q) % q/q 0.2 -1.0 -3.5 0.56

Consumer Inflation Exp % y/y 3.2 3.4 3.4 -0.93

Economic Activity Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

AiG PMI Index 61.7 55.3 56.3 1.78

GDP (Q) % y/y -1.1 -3.7 -6.3 -0.27

Building Approvals % y/y 20.1 17.9 2.4 0.71

Trade Balance AUD m 7529 5849 3715 0.55

Monetary Analysis Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Home Loans % m/m 1.4 -0.8 -2.1 0.84

Private Sector Credit % y/y 1.0 1.8 1.9 -2.10

Private Capital Expend (Q) % q/q 3.0 -3.1 -6.4 1.81

Commodity Prices % SDR 28.2 13.3 -5.9 1.32

Consumer / Labour Market Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Retail Sales % m/m 1.4 -3.5 -1.1 0.13

Consumer Confidence Index 118.78 106.99 105.02 1.48

Employment Change k 70.7 46.3 -49.1 -0.07

Wage Price Index (Q) % q/q 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.71

Markets Current 3m ago 3m Chg 6m ago 6m Chg 2Y History Hit / Miss Vs Trend Surprise Index Z-Score

Equity Market Index 7054.6 6607.4 5927.6 1.29

AUD 10-Year Yield % 1.77 1.13 0.83 1.02

AUD Yield Curve (3s-10s) bps 147.0 102.2 70.9 0.73

AUD TWI Index 133.53 125.01 130.95 1.07
Note: For quarterly data the 3m ago column will display the previous data point and the 6m ago column will display the data point prior to that. 
Source: MNI, Bloomberg

Monday, May 3, 2021

https://www.rba.gov.au/monetary-policy/int-rate-decisions/2021/
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MNI POV (Point Of View): A Brighter Assessment, But No 
Change In Stance 
 
The RBA is set to leave its broader monetary policy settings unchanged when it issues its latest monetary policy 
decision on Tuesday. It will once again allude to a better than expected round of local economic developments over 
recent months, deploying the customary guidance ahead of the formal release of its updated economic projections 
via the Statement on Monetary Policy (SoMP) on Friday. Do note that RBA Deputy Governor Debelle will have the 
opportunity to fill in any gaps in communication on Thursday, when he gives an address on “Monetary Policy during 
Covid.” 
 
The Bank’s GDP track will likely be nudged higher, given the fact that realised Q420 GDP wasn’t quite as soft as 
the Bank projected. 
 
The Bank will have to lower its assumed trajectory for the unemployment rate, given the fact that the 
unemployment rate is already comfortably below the levels it pencilled in for the end of Q221 (6.5%), printing at 
5.6% as of March, with the underemployment and underutilisation measures normalising to print below the levels 
witnessed in February 2020. Strong job advertisement and skilled vacancies readings point to the scope for a 
continuation of positive developments on the labour market front, even after the cessation of the government’s 
JobKeeper scheme (which occurred back on March 28), although the latter presents some very short-term two-way 
risk to what has been an overwhelmingly positive story in recent months. Still, the labour market conditions that 
policymakers deem sufficient to facilitate the required degree of upward wage pressure to generate the target level 
of inflation remain some way off. A recent address from Treasurer Frydenberg highlighted that the government’s 
projections of NAIRU lie within the 4.5-5.0% boundary, while RBA Governor Lowe did not discount a suggestion 
that NAIRU may “start with a 3” when questioned on the matter during a recent address. 
 
Elsewhere, focus continues to fall on the Bank’s 3-Year yield targeting policy, namely whether or not the Bank will 
choose to roll its targeting mechanism over to ACGB Nov ’24 from ACGB Apr ’24 at the appropriate time. Our 
policy team recently suggested that the Bank will not make a formal decision on that matter until July or even 
August.  
 
Fig.1: ACGB Apr '24/Nov '24 Yield Spread (%) 

 
The consensus points to the RBA choosing 
not to extend the scheme to cover ACGB Nov 
’24, although this is by no means unanimous. 
The weak Q121 CPI print triggered some 
ACGB Apr ‘24/Nov ’24 yield spread 
compression i.e. the ACGB market pricing 
increased chances of a rollover for the 3-Year 
yield targeting scheme to cover ACGB Nov 
’24, tightening from ~25.0bp into ~17.5bp, 
before stabilising around the 20.0bp mark 
early this week (as seen in Fig. 1). 
 
All in all, the RBA will want to strike a balance, 
formally marking to market the recent positive 
economic developments, while continuing to 

toe a dovish line to maintain easy monetary conditions to nurture the economic recovery. 
 
The Bank also awaits the latest developments on the fiscal side of the equation, with the government set to deliver 
the Federal Budget on May 11. Recent rhetoric from Treasurer Frydenberg pointed to the potential for looser purse 
strings over a longer horizon, as he stressed the need for lower unemployment levels. 
 
Longer term, debate around the appropriate levels of QE will come to the fore, with questions surrounding suitable 
purchase levels that do not prohibit the smooth functioning of ACGBs and semi-government bonds already doing 
the rounds.  
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RBA 6 April 2021 Meeting Statement 
 
At its meeting today, the Board decided to maintain the current policy settings, including the targets of 10 basis 
points for the cash rate and the yield on the 3-year Australian Government bond, as well as the parameters of the 
Term Funding Facility and the government bond purchase program. 
 
The rollout of vaccines is supporting the recovery of the global economy, although the recovery is uneven. While 
there are still considerable uncertainties regarding the outlook, the central case has improved. Global trade has 
picked up and commodity prices are mostly higher than at the start of the year. Inflation remains low and below 
central bank targets. 
 
Sovereign bond yields have increased over recent months due to the positive news on vaccines and the additional 
fiscal stimulus in the United States. Inflation expectations have also lifted from near record lows to be now closer to 
central banks' targets. The 3-year government bond yield in Australia is at the Board's target of 10 basis points and 
lending rates for most borrowers are at record lows. The Australian dollar remains in the upper end of the range of 
recent years. 
 
The economic recovery in Australia is well under way and is stronger than had been expected. The unemployment 
rate fell to 5.8 per cent in February and the number of people with a job has returned to the pre-pandemic level. 
GDP increased by a strong 3.1 per cent in the December quarter, boosted by a further lift in household 
consumption as the health situation improved. The recovery is expected to continue, with above-trend growth this 
year and next. Household and business balance sheets are in good shape and should continue to support 
spending. 
 
Nevertheless, wage and price pressures are subdued and are expected to remain so for some years. The economy 
is operating with considerable spare capacity and unemployment is still too high. It will take some time to reduce 
this spare capacity and for the labour market to be tight enough to generate wage increases that are consistent 
with achieving the inflation target. In the short term, CPI inflation is expected to rise temporarily because of the 
reversal of some COVID-19-related price reductions. Looking through this, underlying inflation is expected to 
remain below 2 per cent over the next few years. 
 
Housing markets have strengthened further, with prices rising in most markets. Housing credit growth to owner-
occupiers has picked up, with strong demand from first-home buyers. In contrast, investor credit growth remains 
subdued. Given the environment of rising housing prices and low interest rates, the Bank will be monitoring trends 
in housing borrowing carefully and it is important that lending standards are maintained. 
 
The Board remains committed to the 3-year government bond yield target of 10 basis points. Later in the year it will 
consider whether to retain the April 2024 bond as the target bond or to shift to the next maturity. The initial $100 
billion government bond purchase program is almost complete and the second $100 billion program will commence 
next week. Beyond this, the Bank is prepared to undertake further bond purchases if doing so would assist with 
progress towards the goals of full employment and inflation. Authorised deposit-taking institutions have drawn $95 
billion under the Term Funding Facility and have access to a further $95 billion. Since the start of 2020, the RBA's 
balance sheet has increased by around $215 billion. 
 
These various monetary measures are continuing to help the economy by keeping financing costs very low, 
contributing to a lower exchange rate than otherwise, and supporting the supply of credit and household and 
business balance sheets. Together, monetary and fiscal policy are contributing to the recovery in aggregate 
demand and the pick-up in employment. 
 
The Board is committed to maintaining highly supportive monetary conditions until its goals are achieved. The 
Board will not increase the cash rate until actual inflation is sustainably within the 2 to 3 per cent target range. For 
this to occur, wages growth will have to be materially higher than it is currently. This will require significant gains in 
employment and a return to a tight labour market. The Board does not expect these conditions to be met until 2024 
at the earliest. 
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RBA Feb 2021 SoMP Economic Forecasts 
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MNI STATE OF PLAY: RBA Playing Waiting Game On 
Economy 
 
By Lachlan Colquhoun 
 
SYDNEY (MNI) - The Reserve Bank of Australia is set to take a wait-and-see stance when policymakers meet 
Tuesday, as they look for clearer signals a sustainable recovery is underway before taking a first step in 
normalising monetary policy. 
 
No change is expected to interest rates, yield targets or the total size bank's bond buying program, with the 
underwhelming Q1 inflation data published last week pushing back any likelihood of an announcement this month 
on amending forward guidance 
 
Inflation and a tighter labour market driving wages higher are the key criteria for the RBA to contemplate any 
change in policy measures, and Q1 inflation data -- which came in at an annualised 1.1% -- was well below 
forecasts and far short of the RBA's target range of 2-3%. 
 
Although unemployment fell from 5.8% to 5.6% in March, the end of the Government's AUD70billion JobKeeper 
program is expected to slow and even retard employment growth in coming months. 
 
The RBA has said that a full employment level sufficient to drive wages growth and inflation would be in the vicinity 
of 4.5%, with the official data still along way shy of that level. 
 
RECOVERY UNDERWAY 
 
With an -- albeit slow -- vaccination program underway and international borders with New Zealand re-opening, 
Australia's economic recovery is undoubtedly underway but is at an early stage and insufficient for the RBA to 
change its dovish tone. 
 
At the same time, the central bank elected not to extend its yield control program to Government bonds maturing in 
November 2024 at its last meeting, opting instead to wait and judge the strength of the recovery before extending 
its guidance period in how long rates will remain at the current low levels. 
 
The RBA has said it does not expect to raise rates from the current record low of 0.10% until 2024 "at the earliest", 
with its current yield curve program targets bonds maturing in April 2024. 
 
After hinting at an early decision on the yield control program to send a signal to the markets, the RBA is now 
buying time and officials have recently said a decision can be made in July or August. 
 
All of which suggests that the central bank is likely to maintain its current policy settings next week as it waits to see 
how the economic recovery progresses in coming months, and particularly after a May 11 Federal Budget which 
the Government is now saying will include fresh spending to stimulate jobs growth.
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Sell-Side Analyst Views 
 
AMP Capital: The RBA is expected to leave monetary policy on hold following its meeting on Tuesday and 

reiterate that while the recovery is stronger than expected it still sees wages and inflation remaining subdued for 

many years with the weaker than expected March quarter inflation data being consistent with this. As such its likely 

to repeat that it does not expect to raise interest rates until 2024 at the earliest. The focus is likely to be on what it 

says about its bond buying programs, where we expect a tapering later this year. Its Statement on Monetary Policy 

is likely to see a slight upwards revision to near term growth and headline inflation forecasts and a downwards 

revision to its unemployment forecasts. 

 

ANZ: We think the RBA will forecast an unemployment rate of 4½% for June 2023 in Friday’s Statement on 

Monetary Policy (SoMP). Expected wages growth will be stronger as a consequence, though we think the RBA will 

anticipate that to be only 2¼% by June 2023 – still well below where it needs the figure to be to get inflation 

sustainably in the target zone. Reflecting this, we think the RBA will keep its inflation forecast for June 2023 at 

1¾%, though we suspect it will move from rounding up to rounding down to this figure. 

 

• As a consequence we don’t think the RBA will signal any adjustments to its policy mix. The cash rate target 

will be expected to remain at 0.1% “until 2024 at the earliest”, quantitative easing (QE) will continue, the 

expectation that the term funding facility (TFF) will end in June will remain and the RBA will reiterate that a 

decision about whether or not to roll the 3y yield target will be made “later in the year.” The most likely date 

for this decision is the RBA’s August meeting, in our view, though Governor Lowe has a key speech in July 

where he may provide a clear signal of intent about this and also the likely size of the QE extension that we 

expect to occur when the current one ends. 

 

Bank of America: The RBA will likely upgrade forecasts for the third time due to strong economic momentum while 

maintaining flexibility on policy adjustments. Yet, the Bank should reinforce their dovish guidance on interest rates 

and retain optionality on both rolling the 3yr yield target and extending the QE program later this year, we believe. 

Little evolution to RBA language around the Term Funding Facility leaves it on track for a June 2021 ending. 

 

Barclays: The Reserve Bank of Australia is likely to keep the policy rate steady noting the strength in the economy. 

Still, the bank likely will state that very its accommodative policy will continue until 2024, especially with Q121 CPI 

data confirming that underlying price pressures are very low. We expect the RBA to upgrade its growth forecast for 

2021 slightly, in line with a stronger recovery. More importantly, we think the bank will lower its projections for the 

unemployment rate, while highlighting near-term uncertainty due to the end of the government’s wage subsidy 

program. 

 

CBA: We don’t expect any changes to monetary policy at this meeting.  Although the accompanying statement 

may include some hints about any changes to the forecasts ahead of Friday’s SMP. 

 

• In terms of the SMP we expect the RBA to downwardly revise their profile for the unemployment rate and 

upwardly revise their profile for inflation, but overall their forecasts are anticipated to remain conservative.  

Our expectation is that the upgraded forecasts will sit in the ‘sweet spot” that enables the RBA to persist 

with the “2024 at the earliest” forward guidance on the cash rate whilst also signalling that the April 2024 

bond will remain the target bond for yield curve control (i.e. the forecasts will signal that the RBA does not 

intend to shift to the November 2024 bond later in the year). 

 

Goldman Sachs: Since April's meeting, macro data have generally been better than expected, including a 20bp 

fall in the unemployment rate to 5.6% - well below the RBA's prior forecasts - and ongoing positive momentum in 

the housing market and business & consumer sentiment surveys. That said, the Q121 CPI inflation data were soft, 

with the RBA's preferred 'trimmed-mean' CPI measure printing +1.1% Y/Y - near its all-time low and well below the 

RBA's 2-3% target. 
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• Against this backdrop, we expect the RBA to flag some forecast upgrades at May's meeting but keep policy 

settings on hold, including the 0.1% cash rate target and settings around its YCC, TFF and QE programs.  

• we expect the RBA's baseline forecasts to show the unemployment rate falling to 5¼% by end 2021, 

around 5% by end 2022 and 4¾% by mid 2023. We also expect the RBA's real GDP growth forecast for 

CY2021 to be revised up +75bp to 4¾%, with minor revisions further out. Reflecting this stronger outlook 

for real activity, we expect the RBA's medium-term inflation forecasts to show both headline and underlying 

CPI inflation returning to 2% by mid 2023. 

• While this outlook is an upgrade on February's forecasts, we still expect May's SMP to forecast 

unemployment staying above the 'full employment' rate (~4½%) and inflation staying below 2.5% across 

the entire forecast horizon, meaning the RBA will continue to reiterate that it doesn't expect the cash rate to 

increase until "at least 2024". Our own forecasts are somewhat stronger. 

• Further ahead, we continue to expect that the RBA will ultimately announce another A$100bn expansion in 

its QE program later this year, while also switching to a calendar-based YCC target to target the April 2024 

bond permanently. That said, we recently brought forward our forecast for the 'liftoff' in the cash rate by six 

months to May 2024, reflecting our improved labour market outlook. 

 
J.P.Morgan: The RBA’s May policy meeting is likely to be uneventful from a policy perspective, with no changes 
expected regarding the cash rate, YCC, or QE programs. However, in the Statement on Monetary Policy to be 
released Friday we do anticipate changes to the Bank’s macroeconomic forecasts. Australia’s Q420 real GDP 
surpassed the RBA’s expectations, with annual growth ending the year at -1% (RBA forecast: -2%). Even assuming 
an unchanged quarterly profile this upside surprise is likely to see the RBA bump up its growth forecasts for H121 
and at the same time nudge down expectations for 2022. 
 

• In terms of the labour market forecasts, the unemployment rate has fallen materially from the pandemic 
high (7.5%) and at the current 5.6% reading is almost a full percentage point below the RBA’s mid-2021 
forecast of 6.5%. We expect the RBA to lower its near-term forecast to 5.5%, but with JobKeeper wage 
subsidies having rolled off and government stimulus now winding down officials are likely reticent to 
extrapolate the recent trend of improvement in the data. For this reason we expect the RBA’s forecast to 
show the unemployment rate averaging 5% through 2022, though we acknowledge that risks are skewed 
toward a jobless rate with a 4-handle. 

• Although last week’s inflation data disappointed consensus expectations, the RBA’s interpolated forecasts 
implied consecutive quarterly prints averaging just above zero. This is overly pessimistic, particularly 
allowing for the Q1 outcome and we look for the 2021 headline inflation forecasts to be revised five-tenths 
higher, reaching 3.5% in June and 2% in December. The Bank’s trimmed mean forecasts are materially 
lower (2021 average: 1.25%) and broadly aligned with the J.P. Morgan view. We expect the Bank to retain 
the current core inflation forecasts. 

 

Morgan Stanley: We don’t expect any change in policy settings or guidance at the RBA’s May meeting. While we 

expect their quarterly forecasts to be upgraded across the board in line with strong data, the RBA is likely to 

continue to emphasize the extent of spare capacity in the economy and distance to targets. With several key 

decisions around their unconventional policies over coming months, there will be increased focus on messaging 

and the detailed forecasts within the Statement of Monetary Policy (released Friday). We expect that over coming 

months the RBA will roll over the 3Y yield target to the Nov-24 bond, extend its QE program by another A$100bn, 

and close the Term Funding Facility once the current tranche ends in June. 

 

NAB: We expect no change to rates or guidance in the post-Meeting Statement. The forecast track for the 

economy will have to be upgraded given the unemployment rate at 5.6% is running nearly two years ahead of the 

RBA’s baseline forecasts. How this outperformance is reflected in the inflation track and wage growth forecasts is 

uncertain. The inflation and wage track will be key in helping shape expectations of whether the RBA will extend 

their 3yr YCC target from the April 2024 to November 2024 bond. 
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RBC: While the tone on (extraordinarily easy) monetary policy is unlikely to shift much, we expect forecasts to 

reflect a better than expected starting point (especially on the labour market) relative to the last set of forecasts 

from February. There’s also a chance that longer-term inflation forecasts are lifted, despite a relatively weak Q1 

CPI print. Of great interest would be any hints around QE extension or tapering, and a decision on whether to 

extend YCC to the Nov-24s, but we expect the RBA to leave the final decisions on these topics for later, possibility 

at the August meeting and SoMP. 

 

Societe Generale: We expect no changes in monetary policy at the RBA’s May meeting. The central bank will 

likely keep its policy rates on hold, while retaining the second bond purchasing (QE) programme that started in April 

and the Term Funding Facility that is likely to end in June. The forward guidance of keeping the cash rate on hold 

until actual inflation is sustainably within the target range is also likely to be maintained. Last, but not least, the RBA 

is unlikely to give any hints as to its next two actions, namely the extension (or tapering) of the QE programme and 

the shift in the target bond used for three-year yield targeting from the April 2024 bond to the November 2024 bond. 

Policymakers are likely to think that it is too early to make firm decisions on these actions. 

 

• The RBA is likely to acknowledge the improvements in both the global and domestic growth outlook. The 

anticipation of a sustained recovery in the global economy supported by vaccine rollouts will probably 

remain intact, despite the recent deterioration in countries like India. The global bond market stabilisation 

led by US Treasuries will probably also be highlighted. Regarding Australia, the policymakers will probably 

point to favourable health conditions with subdued infections and a steady pace of vaccinations, which 

continue to support the economic recovery. They are also likely to mention that the employment data could 

weaken in the near term due to the end of the JobKeeper programme in March, while emphasising that the 

weakness should only be temporary. The RBA will upgrade its GDP and employment forecasts which are 

also to be included in the Statement on Monetary Policy on 7 May. 

• At the same time, the RBA will maintain its cautious stance on inflation, repeating that wage and price 

pressures are subdued and are expected to remain so for some years. Relatively benign inflation in the 

Q121 CPI data, especially a modest decline in underlying (trimmed mean) inflation from 1.2% to 1.1%, is 

likely to be mentioned as a supporting factor for the RBA’s inflation outlook. Meanwhile, policymakers are 

likely to continue their ‘careful monitoring’ of the housing market, although it is unlikely to become a major 

driver of monetary policy change unless lending standards seriously worsen. 

• We stick to our base scenario that the RBA will introduce tapering (i.e. extend the bond purchase 

programme while reducing the target amount of bond purchases) in H2 when the current AUD100bn 

programme is completed. We also continue to think that the maturity for the threeyear target bond will be 

shifted from April 2024 to November 2024 during H220. The forward guidance to hold the cash rate until 

2024 will be maintained for the time being to secure financial market stability, despite the strong economic 

recovery. 

 

TD Securities: We expect the RBA to retain its policy settings and stay upbeat on the recovery but stress that 

spare capacity in the labor market remains. Markets are likely to pay attention to the May SoMP unemployment and 

inflation forecasts given the recent data outturns. RBA is likely to stay tight-lipped on Yield Curve Control, but we do 

not expect them to extend YCC to ACGB Nov' 24. 

 

Westpac: Our central view is that the RBA will maintain current policy settings at the upcoming meeting. • We 

anticipate that the extension of the Yield Curve Control Policy (YCC) to target the November 2024 bonds from the 

April 2024 bonds; and a third QE program of $100 billion to begin in the first week of September, will come later in 

the year at the Board meeting on August 3. 

 

• However, in recent times, the meetings which have been linked to the Statements on Monetary Policy have 

incorporated policy initiatives. Of the two initiatives we expect to be announced in August, the one most 

likely to be brought forward to May would be the extension of YCC to the November 2024 bond. 


